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                        Mt. Holz Science Fiction Society
                     Club Notice - 07/12/89 -- Vol. 8, No. 1a

       1. Ah, it's that happy time of year to get together with family and
       to  renew  old  acquaintances.   In specific you should be renewing
       your acquaintance with the MT VOID.

       Take a new look at the MT VOID at all the fine and useful  features
       it  offers  you.  Those of you who chew gum can wrap wads of chewed
       gum in its pages.  Those of our members who are exploring the Yukon
       can use it for tinder to build a fire and perhaps save their lives.
       (If you are looking for oil, by the way, go west, young  man.   All
       you  need  can be found at Prince William Sound.  And while you are
       there, listen to the music.  I've been hearing a lot about the  so-
       called  Prince  William  Sound.)   Those of our members marooned on
       planets where evolution has taken a strange turn and  apes  are  in
       control  can  use our pages to fold paper airplanes and impress the
       heck out of the natives.  Do you want to give up all these  good  a
       useful features?  Of course not.

       Well, if you wish to continue to  receive  this  great  and  useful
       publication  you  have to reregister.  That's the rules of the Bell
       Labs Club that we have to play  by  so  that  we  can  continue  to
       receive  the princely sum of $50 a year funding.  If we want to get
       this enormous sum we have to ask you to reregister.  Now  a  loaded
       salary  is  about one dollar an hour, as a rule of thumb.  So if it
       takes each of our 150 members  five  minutes  to  reregister,  that
       means  the  company is spending about $750 to find out if we really
       deserve to get our $50.

       Thus in an effort to speed you back to your work we once again have
       a  streamlined  reregistration.   Just  fill  out the reverse side.
       Other than your name and PAN/SSN, fill in only the information that
       has  changed,  otherwise  say "SAME."  (Look how much loaded salary
       time would be spent comparing the your data  against  the  data  we
       already  have  if  you  filled  in  all the information.)  Sign the
       sheet.  Get a friend's signature and/or a pet's pawprint.  Fold and
       staple  the  sheet  following the easy instructions given and leave
       the result to your friendly smiling mail carrier.  THEN GET BACK TO
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       WORK!

                                          Mark Leeper
                                          MT 3D-441 957-5619
                                           ...mtgzx!leeper
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